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I

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

In 2012, quasi-laminar indications were discovered in the beltline ring forgings of two Belgian
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) during ultrasonic inspection (UT). This report assesses the
implications of that discovery for U.S. reactor pressure vessels.
Background
The Doel 3 PWR has been operating in Belgium since 1982, Tihange 2 PWR since 1983. In
2012, UT of the ring forgings that constitute the cylindrical shells of the reactor pressure vessels
(RPVs) identified -8,000 (Doel 3) and -2,000 (Tihange 2) quasi-laminar (Q-L) indications.
These are attributed to hydrogen flakes that developed during fabrication before the vessels
entered service. Vessel construction code inspections either did not detect or did not adequately
document the existence of these indications. The discovery of the indications in Belgium raised
issues related to the potential for the presence of similar indications in pressure vessels in the
United States and the effect these indications could have on RPV integrity.
Challenges and Objectives
The objectives of this project were twofold:
*

*

To review fabrication examination records to assess whether or not the beltline shell
forgings of U.S. PWRs experienced the phenomenon observed in the Belgian reactor
vessel forgings
To evaluate the structural significance (e.g., safety significance) of the Q-L flaw
condition observed at Doel 3 and Tihange 2 were that condition to exist in a U.S. PWR
beltline ring forging

Approach
Nuclear reactor vessels are inspected at time of fabrication according to applicable construction
codes, and the inspection records are required to be retained for the life of the plant. Plant staff
retrieved the inspection records (data sheets) for each U.S. PWR with beltline ring forgings and
reviewed them to assess the potential for the presence of the phenomenon observed at the
Belgian reactors. At the same time, the PWR Owners Group (PWROG) conducted ultrasonic
model simulations to demonstrate the laminar flaw detection capability of typical US inspection
practices required to be performed at the time of fabrication. Concurrent with these efforts, the
Materials Reliability Program (MRP) conducted a bounding probabilistic fracture mechanics
(PFM) analysis to assess the structural significance of such indications were they to exist in a
U.S. plant. The approach for this analysis was consistent with analyses for pressurized thermal
shock (PTS) transients performed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff in
development of the Alternate PTS Rule, 1OCFR50.61a.

Results and Findings
A review of U.S. reactor vessel fabrication data found that twenty-one operating U.S. PWRs and
no BWRs have beltline ring forgings. Owners of the 21 PWRs retrieved fabrication inspection
records - e.g., the data sheets from UT inspections mandated by applicable codes and standards.
The PWROG assessment of the ability of the inspections to detect and report quasi-laminar flaws
such as observed in the Belgian plants concluded that the methods employed were adequate to
determine if extensive small laminations were present and that the reporting requirements in the
engineering specifications of all plants would have caused such a condition to be recorded. Plant
staff reviewed fabrication UT examination data sheet records: there were no recordable
indications, thereby establishing that the condition in the Belgian plants does not exist in U.S.
PWR beltline ring forgings. Finally, MRP performed a bounding safety assessment for a vessel
postulated to have a large number of Q-L indications in the beltline shell forgings. The bounding
assessment included a PFM analysis of the U.S. PWR with highest mean reference temperature
in a beltline ring forging at the end of a sixty-year license and determined that the incremental
risk would be a factor of 10 below the risk criteria set by the USNRC. Therefore, it is unlikely
that conditions similar to those observed at Doel 3 exist in U.S. PWRs; and even if substantial QL indications are postulated to exist in beltline ring forgings in U.S. PWRs, the potential for
vessel failure is acceptably low.
Applications, Value, and Use
Results of this work will be used to demonstrate that U.S. PWRs with beltline ring forgings do
not have an extensive number of Q-L indications and continue to meet applicable safety risk
goals through the extended license.
Keywords
PWR
Quasi-laminar indication
Hydrogen flaking
Doel 3
Reactor vessel integrity
Pressurized thermal shock
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In mid-2012, the Belgian utility Electrabel performed an ultrasound examination of the entire
volume of material that surrounds the nuclear core in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) at the
Doel Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3 (Doel 3). This examination revealed the presence of 857 and
7205 buried flaw indications in the vessel upper and lower core shells, respectively [1].
Electrabel reported that the indications are quasi-laminar - i.e., generally, parallel to or slightly
inclined relative to the inner surface of the RPV wall: the indications are also approximately
circular in shape and most of them have diameters of 10 nmm or less, with a maximum diameter
of 70 mm [1]. Subsequently, an inspection of the Tihange Unit 2 RPV - fabricated by the same
manufacturer and under the same contract and at the same time as the Doel 3 vessel - found
similar, but fewer indications.
The RPV at Doel 3 was fabricated using forged low alloy carbon steel (SA 508, Class 3) shell
courses connected with circumferential welds. Electrabel attributes the indications to the
presence of hydrogen flakes, which developed during vessel fabrication and prior to operation
[1]. These hydrogen flakes result from small ruptures in the carbon steel material produced by
the release of high-pressure hydrogen gas, which was trapped in the metal during the steel
making process. The indications detected in 2012 either were not detected or not reported during
the 1975 manufacturing or preservice inspection of the Doel 3 RPV [1]. The hydrogen flakes are
reported not to have grown during subsequent plant operation [1].
Various deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanics analyses performed by Electrabel
demonstrated acceptable margins against RPV failure for the indications detected in the forged
core shells at Doel 3 and Tihange 2 [1]. Both units were restarted in 2013.
Although similar indications have not been detected during construction, preservice, or inservice
examination of RPVs in the United States, the work described in this report was initiated to
assess the implications for U.S. reactor vessels which, like Doel 3 and Tihange 2, were
manufactured with beltline ring forgings. There are 21 operating pressurized water reactors
(PWRs) and no boiling water reactors (BWRs) with beltline ring forgings in the United States.
To determine the relevance of the Doel 3 operating experience (OE) to the U.S. fleet, the
following activities were performed:
The owners of affected plants retrieved and reviewed the records of non-destructive
examinations (NDE) that were conducted on vessel beltline ring forgings at the time
of fabrication. The objective of the reviews was to determine if the Doel 3
phenomenon was observed in U.S. vessels. The PWR Owners' Group supported this
activity by assessing the detection capabilities of the various UT inspection
techniques used during fabrication of the beltline ring forgings in currently-operating
U.S. vessels to establish the relevance of the NDE records. The inspection techniques
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described by Electrabel for the Doel 3 shop and inservice inspections were also
benchmarked in order to provide a direct comparison. The results of this effort were
published in WCAP-17786-NP, Revision 1. All U.S. inspection techniques employed
during fabrication were shown to have the ability to detect indications such as those at
Doel 3 and Tihange 2 if such flaws had existed in U.S. vessels.
The owners of all operating PWRs with beltline ring forgings retrieved and reviewed
applicable fabrication inspection records; all plant records and specifications were
consistent with and were bounded by the assumptions in the capabilities study
documented in WCAP- 17786-NP, Rev. 1. In all cases, quasi-laminar indications such
as observed at Doel 3 would have been detected and recorded; there were no
recordable indications' in any vessels. This provides high confidence that the
phenomenon observed at Doel 3 / Tihange 2 is not present in the U.S. PWR fleet of
RPV beltline ring forgings.
The Materials Reliability Program (MRP) performed a bounding probabilistic
fracture mechanics (PFM) analysis using a conservative distribution of postulated
quasi-laminar indications and the methodology consistent with that used by the U.S.
NRC in development of the Alternate PTS Rule, 10 CFR 50.61 a, "Alternate Fracture
Toughness Requirements for Protection Against Thernal Shock Events" [2]. This
analysis indicated that the 95% through-wall cracking frequency (TWCF) for the
RPV beltline forging with the limiting reference temperature for nil ductility
transition (RTNDT) for the population of U.S. plants with beltline ring forgings is
approximately 1.OE-7 per operating year through the end of extended life. This
frequency of failure satisfies the risk goal used by the NRC to define the acceptance
criteria in 1OCFR50.61 (a), which is:
95 percentile through-wall cracking frequency < 10-6 per operating year
In addition, there is tolerance for approximately ten times the number of indications
assumed in this study before the risk goal is reached.
Based on the efforts described above, it can be concluded that it is very unlikely that the
condition observed at Doel 3 exists in U.S. PWRs: further, it would not have structural
significance even if it did.

A recordable indication is a relevant indication that exceeds the specified recording threshold.
There are significant differences between the recording criteria and the rejection criteria.
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1
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

The Operating Experience at Doel 3 and Tihange 2
The Doel 3 and Tihange 2 Nuclear Power Plants are standard 3-loop Westinghouse design type
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) [1]. The reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) at both units were
fabricated by Rotterdamsche Droogdok Maaschappij/Rotterdam Nuclear (RDM/RN) during the
period 1974-1976 under the same contract. The cylindrical shells of both vessels were fabricated
using forged low alloy carbon steel shell courses (ASME Material Specification SA508 Class 3)
connected with circumferential welds. The units began operation in 1982 and 1983, respectively.
In mid-2012 the Belgian utility Electrabel performed ultrasonic testing (UT) examinations of the
inner 30 nu-n of the Doel 3 vessel beltline shell (i.e., the layer closest to the inner diameter, or 2
ID). The examinations were intended to determine if the Doel 3 vessel had underclad cracking
similar to that detected at the Tricastin nuclear power plant (France) in 1999. The inspection at
Doel 3 examined large areas of the base metal not normally inspected during the 10-year
inservice inspections performed in compliance with the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Division I, "Rules for Inservice
Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components" [3]. The ASME Code inspections focus
primarily on the vessel welds and the areas immediately adjacent to the welds.
No underclad cracking was found at Doel 3, but a large number of other unexpected indications
were observed. Therefore Electrabel performed inspections of the full thickness of the vessel
wall using the UT method employed for ASME Code inspections of the vessel welds.
Approximately 8,000 quasi-laminar (Q-L) indications were detected in the base metal (remote
from the welds) with a through-wall depth extending from several millimeters (mm) beyond the
clad-base metal interface (CBMI) to about 60% of the wall thickness from the inner surface [1].
The indications were circular in shape and nearly laminar in orientation: most of the indications
have diameters of 10 mm or less, with a maximum diameter of 70 mm [1]. A conservative
representation of the distribution of indications found at Doel3 was developed for use in the
integrity assessment of RPVs in the United States and is provided in Section 5.
Electrabel's root cause analysis determined that the indications are likely the result of hydrogen
flaking, which developed subsequent to the forging process and prior to operation [1]. Hydrogen
flakes are small, compressed cracks that are formed when hydrogen trapped in the metal matrix
during the steel making process precipitates and accumulates at segregates, causing pressure to
build until a small rupture in the carbon steel material occurs and relieves the pressure (see
Section 2 for additional information on hydrogen flaking). Large forgings can be susceptible to
hydrogen flaking because it is difficult for hydrogen to diffuse out of a large forging during
solidification. The flaw size and orientation of the indications observed at Doel 3 are consistent
2 Small cracks at the interface where the stainless steel cladding is deposited onto the inner surface
of the carbon steel vessel wall (the clad base metal interface, CBMI); see Reference 2
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with previous observations of hydrogen flaking by AREVA (consultant to Electrabel) in a
recently fabricated ring forging that had been rejected due to hydrogen flaking. Also, the spatial
distribution of the indications is consistent with the known propensity of flaking to concentrate in
the areas of segregation in a forging and is consistent with the spatial distribution of segregates in
the Doel 3 vessel, as confirmed by retrospective mapping of carbon segregates in the Doel
forgings [1].
After the discovery at Doel 3, Electrabel inspected Tihange Unit 2 because the Doel 3 and
Tihange vessels had been ordered and manufactured together, according to the same contract and
specifications. Similar, but fewer, indications were discovered in the Tihange 2 vessel [4].
The indications detected in 2012 either were not detected or not reported during the final
construction inspection of the Doel 3 RPV in 1975 [1]. However, there are some records of
earlier (interim) inspections that recorded a limited number of flaws consistent with and
suggestive of the overall pattern of the 2012 flaw distribution, suggesting detection (if not
recording) during fabrication. It is unknown why the final, formal inspection did not record those
indications.

Safety Concern and Implications for Other Reactor Vessels
Failure of a reactor pressure vessel is a beyond-design-basis event, and acceptable margins
against pressure vessel failure must be maintained throughout its service life. In RPV integrity
regulations, propagation of a flaw through the vessel wall is conservatively assumed to cause
RPV failure. Planar flaws are flaws whose surfaces are perpendicular to the direction of
maximum stress in the vessel wall. Because they experience high stress, planar flaws have the
potential to grow through the vessel wall and cause vessel failure. Laminar flaws are flaws
whose surfaces are parallel to the maximum stresses in the vessel wall. Consequently, the
stresses acting on the surface of a laminar flaw are very small; and essentially there is no
potential to grow a laminar flaw through the vessel wall.
Laminar flaws are not a concern for vessel integrity. NUREG/CR-6817, Rev. 1 [5] states:
"It has also been observed that the largest flaws in plate and forging materials have
orientations parallel to the surfaces of the vessel. This orientation is related to the rolling
and forming operations used to fabricate the vessel plates and forged rings. Although
these laminar-type flaws can be quite large, they have no significance to vessel integrity.
In this discussion, the base metal flaws of concern are therefore only those flaws that
have some through-wall dimension."
Quasi-laminar (Q-L) flaws have a small through-wall (planar) dimension that must be considered
in vessel integrity analysis. Therefore it was necessary for Electrabel to assess the potential for
these flaws to grow and fail the vessel, particularly if the vessel were subjected to large thermal
transients such as pressurized thermral shock (PTS).
The discovery of Q-L indications or flaws 3 at these two Belgian reactors had implications for
other vessels fabricated from beltline ring forgings. If the Q-L indications are a result of
3 Because Electrabel has attributed the indications to hydrogen flaking, this report will use the

terms "indication" and "flaw" interchangeably when discussing the Doel 3 Q-L indications.
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hydrogen flaking, then the potential for and structural significance of undetected flaking in other
RPVs fabricated from forged rings should be assessed. There are 21 operating pressurized water
reactors (PWRs) in the United States. whose vessel beltlines are constructed from forged rings.

Flaw Orientation

Typical Flake Orientation
Observed at Doel-3'

Planar Flaw
Perpendicular to OD/ID

Figure 1-1
Illustration of Flaw Orientation in RPV Wall

I

Figure 1-2
Cross-section of a typical flake (9,081.88 pm, -9 mm)
Copyright Electrabel Generation BeLux. Reprinted with permission

Objectives of This Report
The objectives of this report are to address the implications of the Q-L indications found at Doel
3 and Tihange 2 for the U.S. reactor vessels with forged core shells (i.e., beltline ring forgings).
The specific objectives are:
1.

Review the Doel 3/Tihange 2 service experience (discovery of Q-L indications) and
provide background information on the phenomenon to which it has been attributed
(hydrogen flaking).

2.

Review the fabrication and inspection records of U.S. PWRs with beltline ring
forgings and determine the likelihood that the vessel beltline ring forgings have Q-L
indications.
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3.

1-4

Assess the structural significance of the presence of a population of postulated Q-L
indications to demonstrate compliance with the NRC safety goal, which is a throughwall cracking frequency < 10-6 per reactor year through the end of extended license.

2

BACKGROUND
Various deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanics analyses performed by Electrabel
demonstrated acceptable margins against RPV failure for the indications detected in forged core
shells at Doel 3 and Tihange 2. A brief overview of the work is provided below. Detailed
descriptions of the evaluations are provided in Electrabel's thorough Safety Case Reports [1,4]
and Safety Case Addenda [6,7]; the Belgian regulator's evaluations are documented in [8].

Licensee's Root Cause Evaluation, Structural Evaluation, and Conclusions
Evaluation Roadmap
Following the discovery of the numerous quasi-laminar indications during ultrasonic
examinations of the Doel 3 and Tihange 2 reactor vessel forgings in 2012, Electrabel generated a
roadmap (action plan) to perform a comprehensive safety assessment of the vessels [1]. The
objectives of the roadmap were to perform a root cause analysis, validate use of the weld
inspection technique for the characterization of base metal flaws, establish materials properties
by testing archive materials and similar materials with known hydrogen flakes, and perform a
conservative structural integrity assessment to demonstrate ASME Code and other safety criteria
are met.
GDF Suez, parent company of Electrabel, assembled an international team of experts to assist
and independently review the safety assessment activities. Separately, the Belgian nuclear safety
regulator, the Federal Agency for Nuclear Control (FANC), reviewed the safety case work and
assembled its own team of international independent review experts, including members of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff [9].
Ultimately, Electrabel published Safety Case reports [1,4] to demonstrate the acceptability of the
Doel 3 / Tihange 2 vessels for continued operation. These reports were made available to the
public on the FANC website. Highlights and significant conclusions from the Safety Case reports
are summarized below.
ManufacturingHistory of the Vessels
The Doel 3 and Tihange 2 RPVs were manufactured according to the ASME Boiler & Pressure
Vessel Code, Section III for Class 1 components, Edition 1974 up to and including the Summer
1974 Addenda [10]. In addition, certain conditions from the Belgian law were also applied.
The fabrication steps most relevant to hydrogen flaking (e.g., main forging operations, heat
treatment, and NDE) were performed by Rotterdamsche Droogdok Maatschappij/Rotterdam
Nuclear (RDM/RN), which is no longer in business. RDM/RN forged the ingots, which were
provided by a steelmaker in Germany, Friedrich Krupp Hiittenwerke. Other manufacturing steps
(e.g., application of cladding, assembly of vessel head) were carried out by other organizations
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(e.g., Cockerill and Framatome). The cylindrical shells of both vessels were fabricated from type
SA-508 Class 3 steel; the top and bottom heads were fabricated from formed SA 533 Class 1
plate material [1]. It has been reported that these were the only SA-508 Class 3 vessels
manufactured by RDM/RN [ 11].
Electrabel reviewed all available fabrication records and determined that fabrication met all
applicable codes and standards. However, no explanation was given for failure of the
manufacturing examinations to report the indications. An expert working group reviewed the
RDM fabrication UT procedures and concluded that the flaws found in 2012 should have been
detected and reported during manufacture of the vessels [9].
Root Cause Evaluation/ Origin of the flaws
Electrabel asserts a high level of confidence that the cause of the indications is hydrogen flaking.
That determination is based on an extensive review of the literature, a thorough evaluation of all
alternative possible causes, and a detailed evaluation supplied by AREVA. There is a consensus
among the licensee (Electrabel), the Belgian regulator (FANC), and most foreign regulators
(including the U.S. NRC) that the most likely origin of the indications is hydrogen flaking from
the manufacturing process. Significant factors that support hydrogen flaking as the cause
include:
"

The large number, size (typically 4-14 mm), and orientation of the indications are
consistent with flaking in a forged ring.

*

The UT patterns observed in Doel 3 / Tihange 2 (indications flat and separated from each
other) were similar to the UT patterns observed in a rejected forging that was examined
by UT and then destructively examined and verified to have hydrogen flaking.

*

A link was established between the profile (distribution) of the indications in the vessel
wall and the expected positive macro-segregation profile in the forging, obtained from a
retrospective carbon mapping analysis.

Electrabel deliberately considered many other possible explanations for the indications, but
excluded each alternative based on the available information and observations [1].
StructuralEvaluation
Electrabel conducted a Structural Integrity Assessment (SIA) that included a deterministic
analysis of the flaws and a complementary probabilistic analysis. Both analyses concluded that
applicable safety criteria are met and the vessels are fit to continue service. The analyses are
detailed in references [1] and [4].
Deterministic approach
Flaw analytical evaluation was conducted to demonstrate the criteria of ASME XI IWB-3600,
"Analytical Evaluation of Planar Flaws," were satisfied, using the methods of ASME Section XI,
Nonmandatory Appendix A, "Analysis of Flaws."
The high number and dense grouping of the flaws posed a challenge, and Electrabel determined
that "flaws found in the Doel 3 RPV fall outside of the ASME XI inservice framework." [I]
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Therefore, some modified analytical rules were developed, intended to meet the intent of the
Code criteria. These included: modified rules for the grouping of closely spaced flaws, based on
ASME XI IWB-3300 (flaw characterization), and modified rules for demonstrating the flaw
acceptability, based on ASME XI IWB-3600 (analytical evaluation of flaws). The modified rules
are described in the Safety Case report [1]. It is noted here that the possibility of adopting some
alternative flaw grouping criteria in ASME XI is being studied, in case such criteria are needed
in the future.
Once the modified grouping / proximity criteria were adapted, the structural integrity assessment
proceeded:
" Flaw acceptability analyses were conducted. The analyses accounted for the effects of
inclination, RTNDT, and position (proximity to vessel inside surface). All flaws were
shown to be acceptable per IWB-3612, "Acceptance Criteria Based on Applied Stress
Intensity Factor."
" ASME III Primary stress limits of the vessels were re-evaluated considering the presence
of the flakes. The collapse load acceptance criterion of ASME Section III NB3228.3 was
met for the most penalizing flaw configuration.
*

A Fatigue Crack Growth analysis was conducted and showed no significant growth of the
flakes over the life of the plants (<1.72% growth in the core shells).

Probabilistic approach
Electrabel's Safety Case included probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) analyses for Doel 3
and Tihange 2 following the methodology of the Alternate PTS Rule, 10 CFR 50.61 (a) [12].
Because the Belgian regulator does not yet accept probabilistic analyses as a basis for
demonstrating vessel integrity, the PFM analysis was performed as a complementary analysis
only.
The PFM analyses used the methodology described in NUREG- 1806 "Technical Basis for
Revision of the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) Screening Limit in the PTS Rule (10 CFR
50.61)" [ 13], with some modifications of the NRC methodology:
*

The flaw distributions pre-programmed into the FAVOR code were replaced by the
actual Doel 3/Tihange 2 flaw characteristics from the 2012 inspections.

*

PTS event frequencies specific to Doel 3/Tihange 2 were used.

*

An additional temperature shift of 50'C was applied to the irradiated RTNDT of the core
shell forgings to account for the presumed effect of macrosegregations on fracture
toughness.

" Acceptance criterion was Frequency of Crack Initiation (FCI) < 10-6 / reactor year,
instead of Through Wall Cracking Frequency (TWCF) < 10-6 / reactor year.
" No credit was taken for Crack Arrest or Warm Pre-Stress.
Electrabel performed the PFM analyses using the software program "Fracture Analysis of
Vessels - Oak Ridge" (FAVOR) [14]; Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) was contracted
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for some support activities [11]. The results of the analysis for Doel 3 was FCI = 2.3 x 108 /
reactor year, which meets the acceptance criterion: for Tihange 2, FCI = 1.4 x 108 / reactor year
[1,4].
Resolution
In early December 2012, Electrabel submitted a technical dossier on Doel 3 / Tihange 2 RPVs to
the Belgian regulator, and concluded "...the vessels' structural integrity meets, within significant
margins, all safety criteria for each of the detected indications."
FANC provisionally agreed, but requested requirements for additional testing and examination
before the units would be permitted to restart. The additional prestart requirements [15] included:
fracture toughness testing of samples with hydrogen flakes (toughness ahead of a flake and
toughness between the flakes); demonstration that flaw under-counting would not compromise
the safety case; and performance of load tests of both vessels with acoustic emission testing.
Electrabel completed the restart prerequisites in April 2013. In May 2013 the regulator
authorized restart of both units [16], which was subsequently accomplished.

Hydrogen Flaking
Hydrogen flaking refers to the delayed formation of hairline cracks, shatter cracks, or flakes
internal to a forging: the phenomenon is delayed because it occurs after an incubation period
after the material has cooled below 200'C [17]. Flaking is a recognized issue in the production of
large forgings and certain measures (discussed below) are required to prevent it. Hydrogen
flaking was certainly an issue known to RDM/RN during the fabrication of the Doel 3 and
Tihange 2 reactor vessels; several components destined for those vessels were rejected by
RDM/RN due to hydrogen flaking [18].
Causes of Flaking
Whether or not hydrogen flakes form in a forging depends on a number of factors, including
hydrogen content, segregation of solute elements in the steels, alloying elements, sulfur, and heat
treatment [17]. Stress is also key factor affecting the phenomenon [19]; the stress may be caused
by the work imparted on the material during forging or simply by the too-rapid cooling of a large
ingot.
Flaking had been observed in forgings since the 1920s, but it was not until the 1930s that the role
of hydrogen becamne understood [19]. Hydrogen is introduced into steel in the melting process
and is soluble in molten steel; it becomes progressively less soluble as the steels cools and
transforms first to austenite and then to ferrite. As the steel cools and transforms, monatomic
hydrogen comes out of solution and accumulates at traps formed by discontinuities such as
nonmetallic inclusions in the steel matrix (e.g., manganese sulfide (MnS) inclusions). The
monatomic hydrogen becomes H2 , and pressure builds at these locations. Eventually, the
pressure may be sufficient to break the bonds of the steel, causing a local rupture or fissure
(crack). The H2 expands into the fissure which reduces the pressure, after which there is no
further growth of the fissure. The flakes have a typical shape and dimension of 4 -14 mm (as
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observed at Doel 3 and Tihange 2); and when conditions are met for flaking, the flakes tend to
appear in large numbers [20]. Flaking is an internal phenomenon; flakes do not intercept the
surface of a forging.
MetallurgicalCharacteristicsof a Large-ForgingIngot
During cooling and solidification of an ingot, segregation of solute elements occurs because their
solubility in the solid is less than their solubility in the liquid [17]. This results in regions of
negative segregation and regions of positive segregation. Figure 2-1 [23] shows the types of
macrosegregation in static cast hot topped steel ingots: hot top segregation, bottom negative
segregation, A-shaped segregation (positive segregation), and V-shaped segregation (negative
segregation) [21]. Hydrogen (and thus hydrogen flaking) tends to be located in zones of positive
segregation. The tendency to flake increases as a function of ingot size because it is more
difficult for the hydrogen to diffuse out as the size increases [17]. Reactor vessel shell forgings
are created from some of the largest ingots manufactured [22].
Mitigation of Flaking
Vacuum degassing is used to reduce hydrogen content in the steel when the ingot is poured and
thus to reduce flaking. It was introduced in the late 1950s in response to some dramatic,
catastrophic turbine rotor failures. Material specifications for SA 508 for Class 1 vessels require
degassing be used for all RPV forging steels.
Because stress as well as hydrogen plays a key role in the formation of flakes, heat treatments
can also be used to mitigate the tendency of a forging to flake. However, Fruehan [17] makes the
case that it is impractical to heat treat large forgings for the period necessary for hydrogen to
diffuse out.
Productionof a Ring ForgedProductfrom an Ingot
To understand the potential effects of hydrogen flaking on RPV integrity, it is useful to review
the typical Thermo-Mechanical-Process (TMP) for production of a reactor vessel shell forging:
" A static cast ingot is first upset along its long axis (see Figure 2-2).
*

A drawing operation may then occur to bring the ingot (now termed bloom) back to some
multi-sided cylindrical shape (to billet).

" The billet would then receive a second upset to a reduced height.
*

A center hole is pierced or trepan forged out of the center (and that material is discarded).

*

Finally, the trepanned billet can either be saddled forged, mandrel drawn, or ring rolled to
a ring.

The piercing or trepan operations mostly remove the V-shaped segregates and move the A
segregation patterns near to the inner surface of the ring [21 ]. The final forging process used to
produce the ring will determine how parallel inclusions or flakes are to the inside surface of the
ring. A large, adequately sized ring roll press can produce a very uniform inclusion or flake
distribution. Mandrel drawing or saddle forging a ring can impart less directionality to inclusions
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or flakes due to its incremental nature: depending on the amount of overlap used between
incremental forge steps, a more discontinuous and non-planar distribution'of inclusions or flakes
can result [23]. (This explains the quasi-laminar nature of some flakes.) As with any layering
process, the greater the reduction in thickness, the more uniformly oriented and compressed (in
the working direction) are the hydrogen flakes. As noted by the techmical subsidiary of the
Belgian regulator, BelV [20], the quasi-laminar orientation of the Doel 3 / Tihange 2 flaws is
consistent with the fact that hydrogen flakes are generated preferentially on MnS inclusions,
oriented circumferentially, and flattened by the forging operation.
Hydrogen Flaking and the ASME Code
There is no specific provision in Section III of the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code
regarding hydrogen flaking in RPV forgings. As will be discussed in Section 4 of this report, the
Code requires UT inspection during fabrication; and the rejection criteria may not necessarily
cause a flaked component to be rejected. A retrospective evaluation suggests that the flaking in
Doel 3 and Tihange 2 would have been detectable and recordable, but acceptable [18].
According to the Code, indications/flaws detected but accepted under Section III are
automatically considered acceptable under Section XI [3]. If the Doel 3 / Tihange 2 indications
had been properly reported in the fabrication records, the operational impact may have been
minor. However, the Belgian regulator (and others) have observed that "the presence of such
flaws does not comply with the quality level expected for a reactor pressure vessel." [18] It is
considered highly unlikely that a component with such imperfections would, have been accepted
by any owner had the indications been properly recorded and reported, even if they were not
rejectable under ASME III acceptance criteria.
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Illustration of classic segregation microstructures in static cast hot topped steel ingot
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Figure 2-2
NRC Slide showing the Manufacturing Steps for RPV Forgings [9]
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U.S. INDUSTRY RESPONSE TO THE GENERIC
IMPLICATIONS OF THE DOEL 3 RPV EXPERIENCE
Electrabel informed the U.S. industry of the Doel 3 inservice inspection results in August 2012
[24]. The Pressurized Water Reactor Materials Management Program (PMMP) then initiated a
program to assess the implications of the inspection results for the operating U.S. PWRs with
beltline ring forgings.

U.S. Industry Response to the Doel 3 OE
In response to the Doel 3 RPV experience, utility executives on the PMMP Executive Committee
requested that the Materials Reliability Program (MRP) investigate the implications for U.S.
PWRs with beltline ring forgings. The MRP initiated a research program that included:
"

Fact-finding visits to Belgium for discussion with Electrabel and other interested parties
(9/19/2012 and 4/9/2013)

" Documentation review to verify reactor pressure vessel (RPV) construction (formed plate
or forging) and to gather other required information to assess extent of condition
Evaluations to determine relevance of the Doel 3 operating experience (OE) to U.S. fleet
via a bounding probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) analysis using methodology
consistent with that used by the U.S. NRC in development of the Alternate PTS Rule, 10
CFR 50.61a (see Section 5 of this report)
" A request that the owners of affected plants review and assess the records of nondestructive examinations (NDE) conducted on vessel beltline ring forgings at the time of
fabrication to determine if the Doel 3 phenomenon was observed in U.S. vessels [25]

Meeting with U.S. NRC
On March. 5, 2013, the U.S. NRC held a public meeting with Industry to discuss the Doel 3 RPV
issue; the minutes of that meeting are provided in [26]. NRC staff presented background
technical information and announced plans to issue an Information Notice [33]; industry
representatives discussed plans to perform probabilistic fracture mechanics and complementary
continuum damage mechanics analyses. The NRC staff presented "NRC Plans" which is shown
in Figure 3-1. The center box shows a resolution path in which the first step is "Licensees review
UT records" and which is consistent with the resolution path that had been adopted by Industry.
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Figure 3-1

USNRC Plans (March 2013) [9]

Objectives
The objectives of Industry's efforts to assess the relevance and significance of the Doel 3 /
Tihange 2 RPV quasi-laminar flaw issue are twofold:
1. Review and assess the fabrication NDE records for RPV forgings to determine if U.S.
plants experienced flaking
2. Conduct a bounding structural evaluation to demonstrate that reactor vessel safety goals
are met by all U.S. PWRs through the extended license period in the unlikely event that
flaking exists in beltline ring forgings

Scope
Content deleted - EPRI Privileged & Confidential Information
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Table 3-1
Operating U.S. Reactor Pressure Vessels Fabricated from Forging Materials

Content deleted - EPRI Privileged & Confidential Information
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The number of operating PWRs in each Vessel Designer / Fabricator category is shown in Table
3-2.

Table 3-2
U.S. Operating PWR Forged Vessel Population by Fabricator and Designer

Content deleted - EPRI Privileged & Confidential Information

Approach
The approach adopted to achieve the Objectives outlined above consisted of the following
elements:
1.

Review of plant-specific records to verify no indication of flaking (see Section 4)

2.

Performance of a probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis of a vessel with postulated
hydrogen flakes (see Section 5)
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EVALUATION OF FABRICATION NDE RECORDS

Background and Objective
In early 2013 the PMMP issued a request [29] to the chief nuclear officers of the U.S. PWRs
with beltline ring forgings requesting that fabrication NDE records for the forgings be reviewed
and that an assessment of those records relative to hydrogen flaking be reported to the MRP.
To assist the plants in responding to the PMMP request and facilitate the retrieval of fabrication
NDE records, the PWR Owners Group issued a Project Authorization (PA)-MSC- 1172, "Support
of Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) Materials Reliability Program (MRP) 2013-012
Regarding Doel Unit 3 Inspection Results." This effort consisted of two tasks:
*

Task 1: Locate and summarize the engineering specifications (E-Specs) and UT records

"

Task 2: Create a UT model for comparison of the fabrication inspection techniques
between Doel Unit 3 and U.S. plants

To allow time for completion of this PWROG effort and for plants to have sufficient opportunity
to consider and incorporate its findings into the plant responses to the PMMP request, the PMMP
revised the request in MRP 2013-012 Rev I (and later, MRP 2013-012 Rev. 2, which simply
extended the reporting deadline). The scope of the revised request was as follows:
"a. PWRs with RPV core shell forgings should locate, retrieve and review pertinent plant
information relating to the fabrication nondestructive examinations so they can confirm their
plant(s) comply with the generic information to be included in the summary report provided
to the MRP by the PWROG-MSC. The content of the utility's reply to this request would
answer the following questions:
1. Have the plant-specific inspection records been reviewed and do they conform to the
generic information, technical discussion and conclusions provided by the PWROGMSC?
2. Are the available plant-specific records and NSSS NDE fabrication specifications
deemed sufficient to determine whether or not hydrogen-induced fabrication defects
were present?
3. If the answer to Question 2 is yes, does the combination of plant-specific records and
NSSS specifications demonstrate an absence of hydrogen-induced fabrication
defects?"
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PWROG Assessment of NDE Methods and Capabilities
WCAP-17786-NP, Rev. 1 [30] reports the results of the effort undertaken in Task 2 of PA-MSC1172. Using ultrasonic model simulations, the various inspection techniques used during
fabrication of U.S. reactor vessels were assessed for capability to detect laminar/Q-L flaws.
WCAP-17786-NP, Rev. I states,
"...the purpose of Task 2 of this report is to evaluate the shop UT indication reporting
criteria, which results in the reporting of much smaller indications than the rejection
criteria."
Rejection criteria are specified in the edition of ASME Section III to which a plant is built.
Because plants were ordered and fabricated over a range of years spanning various Code
editions, the shop UT methods and reporting criteria changed through the years. Therefore, the
specific methods and criteria used for each of the operating PWRs with beltline ring forgings
were identified.
The report further evaluates whether a condition similar to Doel 3 could have gone unreported in
the U.S. plants. (It is noted that the Doel 3 condition was acceptable per the UT rejection criteria
under which that vessel was built; the extensive analyses performed in the Safety Case reports
validates that determination.)
Each set of requirements for UT calibration and reporting threshold was modeled and presented
in terms of an equivalent flat bottom reflector sensitivity for each variation in fabrication
specification requirements. The results were applied to the reported flaw distribution from Doel
3, and capability of each set to detect and report some portion of the Doel 3 flaws was thus
established.
Results of PWROG Study
Significant conclusions from WCAP- 17786 include the following:
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1.

U.S. forging inspection practices during fabrication were somewhat less sensitive
than the 2012 ISI at Doel 3, but sufficiently adequate to determine if extensive small
laminations were present in the forged rings. Due to the higher frequencies employed,
the U.S. inspections would be more sensitive to off angle flaws as compared to the
shop inspections performed during manufacture of the Doel3 / Tihange 2 vessels.

2.

U.S. forging inspection specifications contained requirements and criteria that would
have resulted in recording of indications such as those at Doel 3. The Equipment
Specification (E Spec) also had a requirement that a Westinghouse or manufacturer
representative witness and approve the forging UT.

3.

ASTM A388 had an additional recording criterion that required recording of clustered
flaws (2" cube with five or more indications). This requirement increased the
probability of recording a condition such as Doel 3 if it existed in U.S. vessels.

4.

Because U.S. vessels were fabricated over time and to different standards, the
capabilities of the inspections for each plant vary; however, all were capable of
detecting and recording the condition observed at Doel 3 / Tihange 2.

Evaluation of FabricationNDE Records

PWR NDE Records Review / Results
Content deleted - EPRI Privileged & Confidential Information
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Table 4-1
Results of Fabrication NDE Records Reviews at Operating U.S. PWRs

Content deleted - EPRI Privileged & Confidential Information
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BOUNDING STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR U.S.

VESSELS (PROBABILISTIC ANALYSES)
Although similar indications have not been detected during construction, preservice, or inservice
examination of RPVs in the United States, the work described in this chapter was initiated by
MRP to demonstrate that the integrity risk goal is maintained through the end of a sixty year
extended life (EOLE) for RPVs with beltline ring forgings having postulated quasi-laminar flaw
indications at pressurized water reactors (PWR) in the U.S. The risk goal employed in this study
is:
95th percentile through-wall cracking frequency < 10-6 per operating year.
This goal was selected to maintain consistency with the integrity risk goal used by the NRC to
define the Alternate Fracture Toughness Requirements for Protection Against Thermal Shock
Events (Alternate PTS Rule), 10CFR50.61 (a) [12].
Probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) analyses were used to compute the ninety-fifth percentile
through-wall cracking frequency (95% TWCF) and demonstrate that the integrity risk goal is
maintained through the EOLE for a RPV postulated to have quasi-laminar flaw indications.
This effort involved several steps to define and obtain the data and computational tools needed to
complete the integrity risk goal assessment. These steps included determining: the population of
U.S. PWRs with beltline ring forgings, the highest level of irradiation degradation for the beltline
ring forgings, the transient load conditions and event frequencies, and distributions of postulated
quasi-laminar indications.
Generally, the NRC software FAVOR v06.1 [14] was used to compute the 95% TWCF.
However, the PFM computational procedure in FAVOR uses flaws whose depths are set equal to
fixed increments of vessel wall thickness and flaw locations that are uniformly distributed
throughout the vessel wall [20]. To enable evaluation of a more specific population of flaw
depths and locations, EPRI replaced the PFM module in FAVOR with the software module ER1, R2, which is designed to evaluate any user specified depth, aspect ratio, and location of a
single indication in the vessel wall.
Several flaw indication distributions were defined and analyzed in the PFM evaluation. These
distributions included a representation of the "as detected" indications found at Doel 3 [1], a
modification of the "as detected" distribution to incorporate the angles at which the indications
are inclined relative to the vessel inner surface, and a modification to model the presence of
clustered indications where two closely spaced small indications were combined into one larger
indication.
Because a postulated, rather than an actual, flaw distribution was being evaluated, several
conservative assumptions were used to account for uncertainty in the postulated distributions.
These assumptions included using conservative representations of indication size and location
and assuming both an axial and circumferential flaw are present at each indication location. In
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addition, the integrity assessment was performed for the limiting irradiation degradation
condition for the population of beltline ring forgings in U.S. PWRs.
The results from the PFM analyses indicate that the contribution to the TWCF is dominated by
the clustered indications. The 95% TWCF associated with the postulated quasi-laminar flaw
distribution and the limiting irradiation degradation condition is approximately 1.Oxl 0-7 per
operating year. These results demonstrate that compliance with the integrity risk goal:
95%TWCF, < 10-6 per operating year
will be maintained through the EOLE for the population of U.S. plants with beltline ring
forgings.
Because the 95% TWCF for the postulated distribution of quasi-laminar flaws is less than 1E-6
per operating year, the vessel has the capacity to tolerate many times the number of indications
detected at Doel 3, including the large clustered indications. In addition, review of the NDE
records indicate there is high confidence that the phenomenon observed at Doel 3 / Tihange 2 is
not present in the U.S. PWR fleet of RPVs with forged beltline rings. Consequently, the
postulated distribution of quasi laminar indications used in the PFM evaluation has many more
and larger flaws than could possibly be present in beltline ring forgings at PWRs in the U.S., and
the 95% TWCF for vessels with beltline ring forgings will be much less than the 1.0 x 10-7 per
operating year determined from the PFM analysis.

Description of Quasi-Laminar Indications at Doel 3
Figure 5-1 illustrates the distribution of indications detected in the upper and lower core shells at
Doel 3 [20]. The information in Figure 5-1 shows indications generally are spread out along the
vessel circumference and there are many more indications in the lower core shell compared to
the upper core shell. There is a higher concentration of indications in the 900 segment of the
circumference between 1800 and 2700 in the lower core shell. No indications were detected in
the imnediate vicinity of the pressure boundary welds [1].
Approximately 857 flaw indications were detected in the upper forged core shell and 7205 in the
lower shell at Doel 3. Figure 5-2 provides a sun-imary of the number of indications as a function
of distance from the inner surface of the vessel for the upper and lower core shells at Doel 3 [1].
The numbers of indications in the upper and lower core shells are represented by the blue and red
bars, respectively, in Figure 5-2.
Based on the evaluation of the ultrasound indications detected in the Doel 3 RPV and destructive
examination of similar archival material, Electrabel personnel concluded that the indications are
quasi-laminar, i.e., generally, they are parallel to or slightly inclined relative to the inner surface
of the RPV wall, are approximately circular in shape, and most have diameters of 10 mm or less,
with a maximum diameter of 70 mm [1]. Figure 5-3 provides a summnary of the maximum length
of the indications as a function of distance from the vessel inner surface [1]. The flaw indication
maximum length in Figure 5-3 is the largest measured coordinate length in the horizontal or
vertical directions as illustrated in Figure 5-4 [1].
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Examination results indicated that the flaw indications can be inclined at an angle relative to a
plane parallel to the vessel inner surface. This angle generally is about 100 with values up to a
maximum of 20' [1]. The indications can be inclined in one or two directions as illustrated in
Figure 5-5, where S is the distance from the CBMI to the inner edge of the indication [1].
Although most of the indications are small, many are in close proximity to each other [1]. In
those instances, Electrabel considered combining two or more of the closely spaced small
indications into one larger indication for evaluating RPV integrity. Because the larger combined
indications can decrease the margins against failure for the pressure vessel, Electrabel performed
detailed two-dimensional finite element stress analyses to better determine the distance between
adjacent indications that would require closely spaced small indications to be combined into a
single larger indication [ 11]. These analyses indicated that approximately 20% of the detected
indications were in close enough proximity to be grouped into various larger size indications [r].
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Figure 5-1
Illustration of the Azimuthal and Radial Distributions of Indications Detected in the Doel 3
Reactor Pressure Vessel [20]
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Copyright Electrabel Generation BeLux. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 5-4
Illustration of the Typical Shape and Maximum Length (X or Y) (mm) of a Hydrogen Flake
Determined from Destructive Examination of Archival Material [1]
Copyright Electrabel Generation BeLux. Reprinted with permission
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L

Figure 5-5
Illustration of the Inclined Angles Relative to the Vessel Inner Surface and Distance S from
the Clad Base-Metal Interface and the Inner Edge of the Indication [1]
Copyright Electrabel Generation BeLux. Reprinted with permission
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Assessment of Postulated Quasi-Laminar Indications at U.S. Plants
Purposeof this Work
The purpose of this work is to demonstrate that the integrity risk goal is met through the EOLE
for U.S. PWR vessels with beltline ring forgings having postulated quasi-laminar flaw
indications. The integrity risk goal employed in this work is similar to that used by the NRC to
define the Alternate PTS Rule, 1OCFR50.61 (a) [12] and is based on the criterion:
95% TWCF < 10-6 per operating year.
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Analysis Input
RPV Dimensions and Material Properties
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Table 5-1
Vessel Dimensions and Irradiation Degradation Variables used in the PFM Analyses

Variable

Postulated Transient Events
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Neutron Fluence Distribution
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Distribution of Quasi-Laminar Indications
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Results
95% TWCF in Each Individual Indication Bin
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95% TWCF for the Distribution of Indications
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Figure 5-6
Overview of the Approach for Determining the 95% TWCF for a Reactor Pressure with a
Postulated Quasi-Laminar Flaw Distribution
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Figure 5-7
Maximum Ring Forging RTNDT Distribution for the Population of U.S. PWRs having RPVs
with Forged Beltline Rings
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Figure 5-8
Relative Fluence Map and Histogram Used in the PFM Calculations [32]
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Table 5-2
Representation of the Distribution of the Number of Indications as a Function of Indication
Length and the Distance from the Vessel Inner Surface to the Inner Indication Edge Developed from the Indications Detected in the Lower Core Shell in the Reactor Pressure
Vessel at Doel 3
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Table 5-3
Postulated Distribution for the Number of Detected Indications as a Function of Indication
Length, Inclined Angle and Through-wall Depth, and Distance from the Vessel Inner
Surface to the Inner Indication Edge
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Table 5-4
Summary of the Distribution of Postulated Clustered Indications

Maximum
Length, 2L, mm

Inclined Angle,
degrees

Thru-wall Depth,
2a, mm

Twenty Percent
Number of
of the Total
Clustered
Number of
I
IndicationsIndications
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Table 5-5
Postulated Distribution for the Number of Clustered Indications as a Function of Indication
Length, Inclined Angle and Through-wall Depth, and Distance from the Vessel Inner
Surface to the Inner Indication Edge
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Table 5-6
Postulated Distribution for the Number of Clustered and Individual Indications as a
Function of Indication Length, Inclined Angle and Through-wall Depth, and Distance from
the Vessel Inner Surface to the Indication Flaw Edge
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Table 5-7
Calculated Values of the 95% TWCF per Indication as a Function of Indication Length,
Inclined Angles and Through-wall Depth, and Distance from the Vessel Inner Surface to
the Indication Inner Edge
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Table 5-8
95% TWCF Contribution from the Postulated Number of Clustered and Individual
Indications at Each Flaw Inner Edge Location and the Total 95% TWCF for the Distribution
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Table 5-9
95% TWCF Contribution from the Postulated Number of Clustered Indications at Each
Inner Flaw Edge Location and the Total 95% TWCF for the Distribution
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Contributionto 95% TWCF from Other Flaw Types
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PFM Analyses Summary and Conclusions
1. PFM analyses indicate that the 95% TWCF for the RPV beltline forging with the limiting
RTNDT and a conservative distribution of postulated quasi-laminar indications is
approximately 1.OE-7 per operating year.
2. The clustered indications are the dominant contributors to the 95% TWCF compared to
the distribution of detected individual indications
3. These results were obtained using the following input and assumptions:
a. Transient loads and event frequencies from the 61 transients defined by the NRC
for the PTS evaluation of Beaver Valley, Unit 1 and similar PWR designs
b. The maximum RTNDT of any forging in the beltline region for the population of
U.S. plants with beltline ring forgings
c. A postulated flaw distribution that is a conservative representation of available
service experience, including the distribution of indications found in the lower
core shell at Doel 3.
d. Conservative assumptions are used to account for the uncertainty in the postulated
indication distribution, including
i. Results of the NDE record review (Section 4) provide high confidence that
the phenomenon observed at Doel 3 / Tihange 2 is not present in the U.S.
PWR fleet of RPVs with forged beltline rings. Consequently, the
postulated distribution of quasi laminar indications has many more and
larger flaws than could possibly be present in beltline ring forgings at
PWRs in the United States.
ii. The indication length and through-wall flaw depth are taken as the
maximum values in each of the respective bins.
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iii. The 95% TWCF values were calculated at both the left and right sides of
each bin. The larger of the two values was used as the 95% TWCF for that
bin overall.
iv. The conservative assumptions employed to define indication size and
TWCF provide assurance that the 95% TWCF calculated for each bin is an
upper bound.
v. Each indication includes a contribution to the 95% TWCF from postulated
axial and circumferential flaws. Both the axial and circumferential flaws
are the same size and have dimensions corresponding to the sizes at the
maximum values in each of the respective bins.
4. The results from this study and the previous study by the NRC to define the Alternate
PTS Rule demonstrate that the total 95% TWCF for the combined populations of
postulated quasi-laminar indications, under-clad cracks, and normally anticipated forging
and weld flaws in a vessel with beltline ring forgings connected with circumferential
welds does not exceed 1.OE-7 per operating year: thus the 95% TWCF acceptance
criterion (<1x10-6 events/year) is met.
5. The results from this study indicate that there is tolerance for approximately ten times the
number of indications shown in the distribution in Table 5-6 before the 95% TWCF <
1E-6 per operating year integrity criterion is reached.
6. The RTNDT for 19 of the 21 PWRs with beltline ring forgings is substantially less than the
bounding RTNDT used in the study. Consequently, the 95% TWCF for those 19 plants
will be less than the 1.OE-7 per operating year determined in this study for the plant with
the beltline ring forging having the limiting RTNDT. Similarly, the tolerance for
additional indications in the beltline ring forgings at these vessels will be greater than the
beltline forging with the limiting RTNDT.
7. The results in this report demonstrate that the integrity risk goal, 95% TWCF < 10.6 per
operating year, will be maintained through the end of extended life for the population of
U.S. plants with beltline ring forgings containing a conservative distribution of postulated
quasi-laminar flaws.
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SUMMARY OF EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Materials Reliability Program (MRP) and PWR Owners Group (PWROG) have performed
complementary evaluations designed to address the implications of the Doel 3 and Tihange 2
RPV operating experience for the U.S. reactor vessels with beltline ring forgings. The
evaluations and conclusions are summarized as follows:
1) The operating experience relative to the extensive quasi-laminar indications observed
from the ultrasonic examination results of the Doel 3 and Tihange 2 RPVs in 2012 has
been reviewed. It is noted that:
a. The Licensee (Electrabel) and regulator (FANC) attribute the phenomenon to
hydrogen flaking that occurred during the manufacturing phase of those vessels.
b. A detailed, comprehensive structural integrity assessment by the owner/operator
(Electrabel) has demonstrated that the vessels continue to meet applicable safety
criteria. The units have been restarted.
2) The implications for U.S. RPVs of the discovery of Q-L indications in two Belgian
reactor pressure vessels have been carefully assessed. U.S. Industry developed an
approach to assess those implications; the results are summarized below.
3) The PWROG modeled and assessed the detection capabilities of the various UT
inspection requirements and techniques used during fabrication of the beltline ring
forgings in currently operating U.S. vessels; results were published in WCAP-17786-NP,
Rev. 1, and were provided for MRP review. Although the detection capabilities /
sensitivities of specific inspections varied over time, all U.S. inspection requirements and
techniques employed during fabrication had the ability to detect indications such as those
at Doel 3 and Tihange 2 if such flaws had existed in U.S. vessels.
4) The applicable fabrication inspection records were retrieved and reviewed for all
operating PWRs with beltline ring forgings; all plant records and specifications were
consistent with and were bounded by the assumptions in the capabilities study
documented in WCAP- 17786-NP, Rev. 1. In all cases quasi-laminar indications such as
observed at Doel 3 would have been detected and reported; there were no recordable
indications in any vessels.
5) The results from the review of the inspection records conducted in response to the PMMP
request (MRP 2013-012 Rev. 2) provide high confidence that the phenomenon observed
at Doel 3 / Tihange 2 is not present in the U.S. PWR fleet of RPV beltline ring forgings.
6) PFM analyses indicate that the 95% TWCF for the RPV beltline forging with the limiting
RTNDT and a conservative distribution of postulated quasi-laminar indications is
approximately 1.OE-7 per operating year. The results in this report demonstrate that the
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integrity risk goal. 95% TWCF < 10-6 per operating year, will be maintained through the
end of extended life for the population of U.S. plants with beltline ring forgings
containing a conservative distribution of postulated quasi-laminar flaws.
Based on the above, it is concluded that the condition observed at Doel 3 is unlikely to exist in
U.S. PWRs, and it would not have structural significance even if it did.
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